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JANUARY
PERFORMANCE

10.02%

TOTAL TRADES: 6,103

Avg. Profit per trade: 0.0062%

Winning Trade: 4,212 

Losing Trade: 1,891

W/L Ratio: 2.22%

JANUARY PICKS:

INJ ENS NEAR DOT

BTC BNB ETH

$110,200

$100,000 traded in January with Earn.World
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Earn.World CCI30 Gold Silver DJI

Earn.World has has outperformed the
precious metals market, with a growth
rate of 10.02% compared the declines of
-1.12% for Silver and -1.26% for Gold.

We have surpassed the renowned market
index DJI (Dow Jones Industrial Average
Index), achieving a remarkable 10.02%
return compared to the growth of 2.06%
for DJI.

The CCI30 (Cryptocurrencies Index 30) has
given -4.50% returns

Our success and consistency in generating
profits are due to our diligent research,
cutting-edge strategies, and dedication to
maximizing returns.

COMPARISON  WITH OTHER MARKETS



OUR ANALYSIS

Injective today introduced one of the largest technical breakthroughs to date with the release of gas 
compression, making transaction costs on Injective the lowest in all of crypto. Also, 50,000,000 INJ are 
staked, which is over 50% of the total INJ supply. It is now staked by more than 170,000 unique 
delegators.

ENS token pumps 70% as Vitalik Buterin lauds the platform as'super important.' It also saw a surge in 
the number of users registering domains using the Ethereum Name Service platform. The number 
significantly increased to 2.1 million registered ENS domains, with 800,000 unique participants.

Over the past few months, NEAR activity has increased dramatically, mostly due to inscriptions. In the 
last three months, the number of unique addresses has increased by over 70%, and in Q4, the protocol 
earned $750K, a remarkable 600% rise on a QoQ basis. In addition, they have declared that the fourth 
Stake Wars competition and Phase 2 testing for Sharding will begin on February 1st in an effort to spur 
more network innovation and engagement.
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OUR ANALYSIS

DOT

BTC

Due to a surge in inscription demand, weekly transaction costs for DOT's relay chain reached an all-time 
high of around $2.6 million. In addition, the price of DOT is showing a short-term increasing trend 
according to the short-term moving averages MA5 and MA10. The bullish trend appears to be 
strengthening, as shown by the ADX value of 14.A positive market mood suggests that DOT will continue 
its current rising trend.

There is much positive news with BTC in January after the SEC officially approves all Spot Bitcoin ETF 
filings.
January saw Bitcoin's highest monthly volume since September 2022. BlackRock and Fidelity Bitcoin 
ETFs reach the top 10 in January flows. This gives a lot of new users access to Bitcoin.



OUR ANALYSIS

BNB

ETH

BNB retakes the 4th spot and has reached the highest price since May 2023. Binance Launchpool has 
announced that users can now farm $MANTA by staking BNB.

An updated 2024 roadmap for Ethereum is shared, which includes the Merge (a robust proof-of-stake 
consensus), the Surge (a goal of 100,000 transactions per second across Ethereum and its Layer 2 
networks), the Scourge (mitigating risks around MEV and liquid pooling), the Verge (easier block 
verification), the Purge (simplifying the protocol), and the Splurge (everything else). With this updated 
roadmap, we will see a lot of developers moving back to ETH Blockchain.



www.earn.world 

DISCLAIMER: This report is an overview of the performance of our AI trading bot.
User’s discretion recommended a prior investment decision.


